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 Garza, comment 
By GAIL 
skikomoTo  




 and I 
think the voters 
of this community 
will be opposed to it," 
claimed  Coun-
cilman
 Joseph Cotta. "You 
cannot  set 
up a city by dividing 
it










 become bad 
when individual council members 
set  
themselves
 up as king -men," 
countered
 Councilman Al Garza. 
"Sure, 
political  machinery has oc-
curred in district forms
 of 
government, but there are processes 
which  can be instituted that will 
protect the citizens of San Jose 
from 





in San lose feasible 
and practical? 
The 
above reactions by Coun-
cilmen Colla
 and Garza mirror the 
controversy which is 
brewing over 
the districting issue. 
More friction 
And, according to Ray
 Blackmore, 
former
 chief of police and 
member  of 
the "Progress 
Committee on 
Government,"  more 
friction
 will en-
sue during the 
months preceding the 
tentative  June election 
when a 
charter
 amendment to establish dis-
trict boundaries is expected
 to be 
presented 
before  the city's electorate,  
pending
 the results of the 
April  coun-
cil election. 
The Citizens Committee for Coon-






council by dividing San Jose into 12 
districts and changing the system of 
electing candidates from election
 at 
large to 
election  by individual dis-
tricts. 
According to Dr. George Castro, 
member, the proposal will enable all 
areas in San lose to be 
represented  in 
council, increase
 minority 
participation and reduce campaign 
costs.
 
Wide differences of opinion exist 
however, over the effectiveness of 
such a plan. 
Blackmore, representing the 
con-
clusion of the executive board of the 
"Progress Committee on 
Government,"  believes districting 
will do more harm than good. 
Fragmented city 
He opposes districting because he 
believes 
it will fragment the city and 
invite political patronage. "Every 




 a whole at heart, not just a 
particular 
district."  he said. 
Also, as a citizen, each voter should 
have a voice in electing all the council 
members which represent him, not 
just one, 
he said. 
Colla added districting will lead to 
inevitable trouble because "it will 
build up a power base for the ins and 
not the outs." 
Mayor Norman Mineta, however, 
disagreed 
with Colla's argument. 
Patriotism
 to a particular dis-
trict, he noticed, does not occur in the 
state legislature. 
Although legislators are elected by 
districts,  "they don't speak in terms  
of 'my district' but 'my state' or 'my 
country,' " 
Mineta  explained. 
The issue of minority represen-









is an indicator,  a revealer 
of trends," he 
continued,  "and history 
reveals that
 minorities have 
not 
faired well in city 










tly researched San 
lose for a study on 
national  urban











changes  are 






forts  should 









to Collo, however, es-
tablishing a 
Chicano  district will not 
solve the Chicano problems.

























 each council 
member  
should allocate 
his  time knowing and 
representing
 all the people of the
 city, 
not primarily a few
 from a particular 
area. 
But with one-half million residents 
in 
San lose and seven at 
large  council 
members, Garza 
believes San lose is 
not 
adequately




"I was raised in the East 
side.  I 
know the issues and the needs 
of
 
these people." he said.
 But a person 
from the West side does
 not really 
understand either
 the attitudes, the 
philosophy,  or the 
mode  of living of 
the East side 
people.










fairly  on council. 
Garza, Colla, 
Mineta  and 
Blackmore all agree,





 could be 
unwieldly.  
"I have no quarrel 






Mineta.  "However, 
trying  to reconcile 12 
districts could 
be a major 
problem. With 12 
other 
council members,
 you don't have a 
meeting,
 but an assembly,
 a debating 
society."
 
Both  Mineta and 






 with the 
return  
of a strong
-mayor  form of 
government




 form of 
government, 




 than the system
 of 
electing council members
 at large. 
According to 
Mineta,
 "there would  





 chief executive to the
 electorate." 
Garza
 noted, though, 
any such plan 
"involved a 
lot  of work 
being
 done to 





disclosure  of 
campaign funds, 
and  an equally
-dis-
tributed
 budget plan 
to insure 
against wardism
 or bossism." 
Blackmore stated
 with the mayor
 
elected 












 with 12 other 
people. 
"It
 would be 








a small number 
and  increase the 
pay  
so they 
can  spend 


















annexation  of 
land.  With the 





































Whatever  the outcome is of 
the dis-
tricting proposal, "the city council 
members
 had better pay attention to 
what the 
totals
 of the districting vote 
say," 
Garza warned. 
"Districting must be analyzed 
because
 eventually some
 form of  
government, some responsive type of 
institution,
 will have to be set up 
to 
deal with the issues
 of the city," he 
said. 
However, 
according  to Garza, two 
conflicting groups
 have formed over 
the districting issue, 
each of which 
refuse to 
consider  the opinions of the 
other group. 
"Will either side
 be so dogmatic. so 
inflexible,  as to 









now. Two camps 
have
 formed, each as 
concerned  for 
the city as 
anyone else,  but the lack
 of 
communication
 is breeding 
misunderstanding,
 suspicion and 
fear." 
When asked if he believed
 the 
proposal will pass. Mineta 
said with 
60 per cent of San
 Jose's population 
having come from 
somewhere else, 






hesitancy  by people to 
vote




a similar plan. 




their  council 
members.
 As a result, 
















Blackmore assert the 
proposal will fail. 
"No  matter what they 
do
 and how 
they do it, I affirmly 
believe  it will be 
defeated," said 
Colla.  "They want to 
set up 12 councilmanic 
districts and 
13 council seats? You can't even get 
seven 













Garza  and 
Mayor 
Mineta  
















 member lames Beall is dis-
satisfied with the 
city's en-
vironmental impact study on the 
proposed Spartan Stadium expan-
sion. 
"I think there are some unanswered 
questions on what effect the stadium 
expansion will have on Spartan 
Cit 
y."  he said. 
"The study 
hasn't  dune 
this."
 
Spartan City, constructed  as tem-
porary  housing during World War II, 
is a small, inexpensive housing com-
munity in the south campus
 area for 




Beall, who does not have voting 
powers, wants to submit his 
ques-
tions on the planned expansion in the 
Department of Public Work's impact 
study. The hearing on the study has 
been postponed for two weeks, ac-
cording to Beall. 
Beall said the hearing
 was 
originally  scheduled for last Tuesday 
but was deferred  because the 
city's 
bonding






 been any planning 
efforts 
towards  Spartan City," Beal 
contended. "If the 
expansion  is 
carried out it 
may  have to be closed." 
Beall added he is neither for or 
against the project,
 only interested in 
effects
 the stadium would have 
on 
the environment. 




urban studies major, the university 
has done little planning in regards to 
moving Spartan 
City. He also 
believes Pres. Nixon's recent 
termination of 
the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development's 
college housing program could mean
 
a lack ot 
replacement facilities 
should Spartan City be 
displaced.  
He also contends if Spartan City 
remains, the stadium expansion may 
mean increased levels of congestion,
 
noise and air 
pollution that would 
adversely affect residents. 
"If so. the project would lead to a 
public controversy. involving the 
students  at California State 
University, San lose." he 
wrote. 
Bill 
Allison,  manager of the SISU 
Auxiliary Enterprises which 
operates Spartan City. said, "We 
don't
 have any plans to move." 
Allison, who has not
 read the im-
pact study said he does not believe 
the Spartan Stadium expansion will 
have adverse effects other than in-
creased noise 
and air  pollution. 
Residents of the 148
-unit project 












 of a California 
State Supreme
 Court ruling 
last fall 
requiring 
impact  studies on 
projects
 
with a "significant impact"
 on the en-
vironment. had to do an impact 
report. 
Although
































































to get new signs 
"Reserved  for Official 
Car" parking 
signs will soon 
be replaced by more 
accurate signs 
that read "For 
Disabled 
Students"  in 
parking
 stalls 
at San Jose 
State  University. 
According to 
Bill  Genneo, an 
engineering
 technician for
 the city's 
traffic division,
 "it's a matter of 
get-
ting them made and
 putting them up." 
The
 present signs 
were
 put up 
"over  15 years ago," and 














































 plan, it 
is aimed 
at 
giving the boards "credibility with 
their constituencies." 
The proposal includes the addition 
of a faculty member on each board. 
Both the student and faculty 
members "would not vote but should 
have the right of full participation in 
all sessions," the recently released 
report stated. 











The Spartan Bookstore should buy 
back used text books at 60 per cent of 
the list price new and sell them for 75 
per cent,
 said bookstore  
manager
 
Harry Wineroth yesterday in a two 
hour meeting with A.S. Consumer 
Coordinator, Judy Garcia. 
Ms. Garcia said she is considering 
the 
proposal  and will give her 
recommendation after she discusses 
it with A.S. executives and receives 
their opinions. 
Winerot h drew his conclusion from 
a four week study,
 Jan. 29 -Feb. 23, of 
this past semesters experimental 
price 
change  of  text books. 
At the end of last semester, the 
Spartan  Bookstore bought back used 
books at 60 per 
cent  and sold them at 
65 per cent compared 
to the normal 50 
to 75 
per cent breakdown. This 
represented
 only a 
5 per cent 
profit  
margin, compared
 to the previous
 25 
per  cent margin. 
Based on the 
profit margin 
drop,  he 
estimated  the 






 He said 
$1400 was made















 book area lost 
an approximate 
$53,000 so, 




same,  it 
would
 lost 
















were  to continue








tics,  only a 
$27,000  
profit







 levels and have 
frequently taken
 part in meetings of 
governing boards. This 
involvement  
has
 generally enhanced 
board  
deliberations. The time 
has come to 
formalize and guarantee
 the 




 on to say. 





the  boards 
in 


















 each person is 
largely 
affected by his own experience, the 
resultdespite 
sincerity,  ability and 
goodwillis 
uniformity
 rather than 








 of the Board
 of Governors 
should
 better reflect the
 population 
of California





While  the committee
 wants to 
retain board 








 he make his 
selections  
from a list 

















present report is a draft 
and a 
final version will 
not be given to the 
legislature 










Stanley Benz, then 
dean  of students. 
now 
working  with counseling
 at 
SJSU. Benz worked 
with the former 
Chief of Police, Ray Blackmore when 
signs were posted near
 the library 
and 
student  union. 
The parking areas 
are on city 
owned streets and come under  the 
auspices
 of the San lose 
Police 
Department.
 Several times 
a day 
students 




permits  are ticketed, 
but  the 
exact amount isn't 
known, according 
to Lt. Gordon 
Ballard
 of traffic en-
forcement 
at SiPD. 
"It's much too costly to keep 
any 
kind of accurate 
record  on how many 
tickets are given 
out in the area, but 
my guess




Mary Rogers, disabled 
students 
coordinator 
at SJSU, said that
 her of-
fice
 has been trying to get 
the present 
incorrect signs
 changed for some
 
time, but with no luck. 
Now 
the signs reading "For
 
Disabled Students" are on 
their  way, 
via 
Los Angeles. Bill Genneo said
 
that they were sent in 
recently  and 
should 
be
 back soon. 










even when the new 






March  4, is the 
lined day on 
which graduate students










who  plan to 
graduate  at 
the
 end of the 
Spring  1973 
semester














 the Admin. 
150. Blank 
application forms 
will  be available 
for 
those who have not













 A.S. Council al 
, , 





 members played 









during the council 
session.  
When 
any 10 members were 
present, council allocated
















$10,000  from being balanced, to 







 came out on the 















 in my 





















publicity, would add $79,710 




































 het w veil he 
A.S. and the athletic
 delta' 
meat
 to instil y he 
I unding that has already been done. 
The 
council also axed King's 
veto  at its new reserve 
program,
 which will 
begin to accumulate money at 
the  end of this semester. King 
vetoed







 council mustered the two-thirds majority easily to 
override  King. None 
of the money the council has allocated this semester can be spent unless a 














conference of the Association of California 
Veterans.  Alvarado, serving as a 
veterans'  
counselor
 out of 




achieve  better contacts 
with 
government
 officials to cut red 
tape and bypass the Veterans'
 Ad-
ministration by attending
 this conference. It will be 
held 
this
 weekend at the 
ni versit y of 
California  at kis 
Angeles.
 
l'he "21st Century Fair," a multi -media education fair planned for a week in 
May, 
received
 the $5,000 underwrite it has been seeking 
for two 
weeks.  
According  to 
campus  
spokesman  Terry 




-Media 'ATM), can now 
begin  to contract with the 
promised  
speakers, bands, 
entertainment  and exhibitors 
planned
 for the fair. ATM 
received  62,500 from the A.S. Program Board last 
week,  
A San lose CI y 
Council
 candidates' night,














night  tor candidates will he 
Tuesday. March 27. 
In their continuing quest to inert with SIM Pres.
 John
 Bonze' to discuss 
the 
A.S. budget, the 
council
 hit a snag. Pres. Bonze' 





















y's  director at business al 




wait  for Pres. Hunzel's return.
























































































































































































many  of 











































 of the new 
regulations.
 The parents will 
then lose their




Then, once they go on public 
welfare for lack of employment, 





 care under 
















to college to 





Superintendent  of 
Schools
 Wilson Riles told 
Weinberger
 the regulations  
"would  cause irremediable
 harm 
to the 
children  and parents of low 
income
 families in 
California  and 
would serve to 
bring about the 
very











'latch -key' children 






"Latch -key" children are those 
who spend their days locked up in 
a room where they can't hurt 
themselves,  put 
there  by parents 
too poor to afford even a 
babysitter.  
The increased bureaucratic 
paperwork for child center 
caseloads, and the new eligibility 
standards that
 further institutes 
a permanent welfare class are all 










If Pres. Nixon does
 not rescind 
the new 
regulations,  Congress 




 and strike 
down the guidelines. 







 Marjorie Drake 
With the signing
 of the peace 
agreement,  many people had 
the  
understanding that the money 
once spent on the war would go 
toward constructive things
 to 
relieve some of our social 
problems.  
However, more money is being 
pumped into defense and
 all the 
welfare programs are being 
dras-
tically cut. Why 
is
 this? Vietnam 
was a defeat for 
U.S. imperialism. 
The 
11.S,  is losing 
its desperately 
needed markets 






imperialism's  solution 
to the 
problem 
is to spend 
more money 
on defense, 





world  and 
then 
putting  the 


















































































































































































































 enough, this day has
 its 
origin in the 
history
 of the 
struggle of the
 American Woman. 
On
 March 8, 1908, 
thousands  of 
working class 
women in their 
fight for 
better  living and 
working. conditions (including 
minimum wage, 
end to child 
labor, shorter work hours) and 
middle class and professional
 
women  in their struggle for the 
right to vote, joined forces to 
make their
 demands known. 
Two years later socialist 
women at a conference in 
Copenhagen proposed March 8 as 
Women's Day. Ever since then 
women around the world have 
celebrated it. More recently, 
women in the U.S. have begun to 
celebrate this holiday. Join with 




 A speaker will 
give a brief history of 
International Women's Day and 
we will show "Red Detachment of 
Women,"
 a Chinese ballet about a 
peasant woman's struggle 
against a feudal landlord before 
the revolution
 in China. 
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 had to 
walk the 
plank  and 
sit
 in the 


















the  plank he 
would  be 
pushed off, 
giving him 
quite  a 
scare 
as he fell only
 a couple of 
feet.  
Do you 




 to the side 
of the road 
when
 a highway 
patrolman 
flags  






 you are required
 by law to 
stop when you are 
flagged down. 
However,













ones.  Does the 






changes in the food offered?
 
Ed 
Niethold,  the S.U.
 food 
service  manager, 
said
 he is 
always happy to 
hear sugges-
tions.
 He said to 
drop
 by his office
 




Niethold  said he'll 
look
 into your apple problem 





which  food 
to 
buy, and it seems your apples 
are quite expensive. 
I 
sold
 my dorm contract before 
the 









When  do I get 
my refund? 
According to Auxiliary 
Enterprises, which is in charge of 
dorm
 refunds, your check should 











Campus  S.O.S. is a 
weekly  
feature  of the 












pus S.O.S., in cooperation
 with 
the 
A.S.  consumer 
switchboard,
 
will handle consumer problems. 
To submit
 SJSU community 
questions, write a letter to the
 
Spartan Daily, phone 
277-3181,  
or drop by 
the office in iC 208. 




























is about to die in the
 
womb. 


































was  the last 




woman  senator 
personally  
recommended











have  made 
it a sexist
 issue 








irrational  sexism 
has 
transformed 
the  purpose of 
the 






















 sex, are 
merely  
weak in 




jon  they are 
being given. If 
they
 sit back and 
let men 
decide  what is best for 
them,
 they 




 should be filled 
according 









 no one 
can be expected 
to 
do it for 
them.  
Pushing for













common as minority dis-





 I was 
not a 
minority.  
I applied for a summer
 job and 
found out later 
"through -the -
grapevine"
 that the 
employer 






other than a minority. 
This type of discrimination
 is 
just as 









I do not mind if a 
minority is 
hired in my place 
if he is more 
qualified, but
 to hire someone 
on 
the basis of race, no matter which 
race,
 is racist. 
I used to 
do
 business with a 





ployees seemed to be efficient at 
their jobs, but one minority teller 
could not 
even  add or subtract. 
She is the 
perfect
 example
































they  may 
lose  business
 and self-







































































will  not 
print 
letters  








 Rights Amendment is a 
good place to start. If Women's 
International Day organizes this 
type of effort, 
it will be 
worthwhile.
 If not, it will be just 




















































































































































 to an 
overplayed  
song. If the girls
 had looked like 
they
 were having a 
little
 more fun 
it' 
might  not 
have been so bad. 
The cheerleaders
 get to have 
their ego trips 
almost  every 
week.  
For the little kids. 
Saturday
 night 
was a one-shot thing, one of those 
childhood memories. 
From the 








































 such a 







 is an 
































































































































count  his 
suggestion
 that we 
go to 













 monopolies or with 
the 
kinds of 
silent control and 
propaganda that go 
with it. 
He
 is concerned only 
to defend 
and eulogize, 
by fair means or 
foul, the 
press  establishment of: 
which  he is a part. He 
warns us 
not to condemn 
the press on the 
basis of a few 
individual cases of 
incompetence. He goes on to say 
that the press 
is getting better 
and better every year,
 yet he 
provides no 
evidence
 at all that 
this is so. 
I cited systematic studies of the 
press which show that the 
Mercury -News is biased. What is 
propaganda, but, bias in a 
monopoly message source? Dr. 
Bentel has been 
defending  
freedom of the press for years. 
But freedom of the
 press is not 
enough. 
How  would he feel if the 
Communist





 for 90 
percent  of all 
the newsprint
 in the 
county? 







membership  in the 
same
 way that 
he is now?) 
What we 
propose












 of local and 






 would like a detailed 
draft of the 
plural  newspaper 
idea can 










 is to read the 



































































































vocate the use 
of the term 
Chicano and 
all  its subsequent 
ideologies.
 They by no 
manner  
reflect the views of the Mexican -
American population 




question  is 
founded on the 
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WOUNLIk:U KNEE,
 S.D.After 500 rounds 01 ammunition
 
were 
exchanged between Indians 
and  lawmen Tuesday night. 
scheduled peace 
talks were broken 
oil
 yesterday.
 No injuries 
were reported after the gunfire, 
but 
it
 was the most 
intense  
exchange since the takeover ol 
Wounded  Knee eight days ago. 
lustice Department officials











Leaders of the American
 Indian Movement,  which led the 
takeover,  ref
 used to alter their demands. 
AIM leaders, learning of the 
statement by the justice Dept..
 
were surprised but 
reacted firmly. One leader,  
pointing  to a 
house where 
the original hostages had been 
living, said, "If 
government officials won't 
talk, we'll just negotiate purchase of 
this property with the people in there and stay 
here." 
Eighty more
 POWs return home 
TRAVIS AIR 





 landed in 
California 
yesterday. 
They  made up 
part of the 
80 men scheduled to arrive at four different air bases around the 
country. 
U.S. military forces in Vietnam
 have dwindled to 8.000 as 
troop withdrawals 
have  been stepped up over the past week. 
Reagan 
supports  child care centers 
SACRAMENTOGov. Reagan will 
support
 Si move to keep 
child care center 
services  going for 30.000 California
 children 
despite proposed cutbacks by the federal 
government. 
Reagan has asked the 
legislature
 to approve emergency 
legislation 
"assuring the continuationiof 
child care services in 
the state 
pending
 federal action." 
Proposed
 federal cutbacks would 
limit  child care service to 
youngsters of only the 
critically
 poor. It may force many 
persons  
who are potential or former 
welfare  recipients back on welfare
 
because they 
will  not be able to pay for child 
care.  
1 972
 birth rate falls to 
new low 
WASHINGTON  The nation's birth rate tell to the lowest 
level in history 
in 1972. According to the National Center for 
Health Statistics, the birth rate fell to 2.03 children per family 
last year.
 
This was below the 2.1 children
 per family regarded as the 
replacement level for
 the nation's population. This level means 
that if the 2.1 birth rate continued for 50 to 70 years. the 
population would









By MARTIN WEYBRET 
Ihe 







years  ago they 
inspired 
Charles  Darwin's theory of 
evolution. They have been 
quenching the curiosity of 
natural scientists ever since. 
Dr. William E. 
Ferguson and 
Robert P. Nansen of San lose 
Slate
 University will teach a 





Both went to the 
Galapagos 

















 the new 
course. Nansen 
told  the 
Spartan Daily about  some of 
the material 
to be covered. 
In 
1825 a 
volcanic  eruption 
on the 
island of 
Narbarruw  was 
sighted 




 ship was sailing 
on the other side of a Iwo -mile 
wide










tar caulking compound 
began  
to 
melt, the crew 
was  forced to 
back off about 
40 miles from 
the volcano. Despite 
an
 island 
separating the ship 







 and equitonal 
heat
 have accentuated 
evidence of evolution in many 














vegetation,  Nansen 
explained. 
the tortoises









saddle -back tortoise 
has evolved. 
Distortion  in the 
animal's shell allows it to 
extend its 
neck higher in its 
attempt to 






















islands  in 






















 to the 
subtle 





















Applications are now 
available  for students wishing 
to receive scholarships for a 
"summer experience" in a 
foreign country. 
The Community Am-
bassador Program, an affiliate 
of Experiment in International 
Living, an independent, non-
profit educational 
organization founded in 1932. 
is financing the scholarships. 
The Community Ambassador 
Program in the 
San  lose area is 
sponsored 
by local citizens, 
civic 







The scholarships, in varying 




college, graduate,  and high 
school students in the San lose 







By LAURA DAYTON 
For the past four years hun-
dreds of 
south San lose 





The major arguments 
against  the airport, located 
across from 
Eastridge Mall, 
are noise and the 
possibility  of 
plane crashes. 
A petition from
 last year to 
have the 
airport limit flights is 
before  the County 
Board  of 
Supervisors 
with  1200 
resident
 signatures. A 
class-
action suit has also been 
filed  
against the city in 
behalf
 of the 
residents and 
shopping  center 
located near
 the airport. 
Robert Gray, who 
has 
"vowed his life" to closing
 
Reid-Hillview says, "The 
closure is 
inevitable,  it will be 
phased
 out." Eric Holt, 
president 
of
 the Flying 20's 
(one
 of two on campus flying 
clubs) said that 
he is "sure it 
will eventually close." 





the San lose State University 
flying clubs. Aeronautics mo-
tors use the clubs to advance 
their ratings at low costs. Holt 
said that the closure would be 




























 to Holt. San lose 
Municipal









 of the SISU 
Flying 





convenience  since 













Division in regard 
to the Reid-
Hillview closure,





















has doubled its 








 From 1965 to 
1966
 the 









 for submitting  
Names of writers of con -
manuscripts,





the manuscripts. There 
is a 
plays to Reed Magazine is separate form which the 




the  best cover design
 manuscript 
is turned in. 
and $25 for the 
best




Ft) 1114 or 216. 














































 number of planes 
dropped from 300 
to 175. Bob 
Mohser,
 a Reid-Hillview em-
ployee, stated there are now 





tion period there have been
 
from BOO to 900 daily flights 
since the early sixties. Since 
purchased by the county, the 
only expansion has been for 
safety purposes. 'The airport 
has two parallel 3.100 foot 
runways. 
William Guineas. a SI:ill 
student and private pilot 
explained "All pilots must 
make straight in approaches to 
the airport and straight out 
departures for noise 
abatement." 
The planes are not 
allowed,  
under a FAA regulation, to fly
 
under 1,000 feet in populated 
areas. 
The airport prohibits static 
running of engines except for 
take -off. Touch -and -goes are 
not allowed between 9 p.m. 
and 7 a.m. 
Although
 it occurs, 
airport 
officials said that 
simultaneous take -offs are not 
encouraged.  
Another complaint that 
Gray made was that "the 
airport is populated with 
amateur flyers." The 
airport.  




planes. Guineas added "this 
does not mean that anyone 




private  pilot's rating, 
issued 
by the FAA, the pilot 
must first complete ground 
school and a 
minimum
 of 40 







high school to 
college fish 111. -
tors
 under 30 
years  old. 
International Interest
 
According to Mrs. Virginia 





the  program. the 
Community  
Ambassador
 Program usually 
awards "about
 five- of these 
scholarships. "'They are 
looking for people who are 
basically interested in 
international 
things,"  she said. 
The program 
is called an 
"experiment"  in international 
living because the community 
ambassadors 
chosen live for 
Dennis kiasiola 
lour weeks with
 a family in 
the country of their 
choice.
 
Mrs. Ellis thinks this is the 
most beneficial part of the 
program
 because it enables the 
students to "get to know a 
family of another country or 





The stay with the family is 
followed by two weeks  of 
traveling in the country 
chosen. The entire visit in the 
country will 
last  from "the 
middle of lune until around the 





An academic average of B or 
higher is required ol those ap-
plying. Applicants most also 
have a willingness
 to speak 
bet ore service clubs and other 




 as a 
community  
ambassador 













 can be 
obtained  
trom Mrs. 
Ellis  in the Student 
Activities  and Services
 Office 






 from area 
residents con-
tinues
 unabated after 
lour years. Citizens
 are suing both
 Santa 
tiara  County and 
the  city of San 
lose













convenes this month 
It won't 
exactly
 be a smiling 
clerk, but SISU may












set up space on 
the third level Student Union 
for the 
postal kiosk. 
Included in the kiosk will be 
many post office facilities in-
cluding mechanical stamp 
vendors and scales. Leonardi 
said. 
The postal 
service  is free to 
the university,





student union staff 
have been 
considering
 a post 
office  for several 
years. 
Leonardi said. 
"I was shocked to 
find
 out 
that the idea has
 been pushed 
around for so long, especially 
since the whole thing is free." 
he said. 
Calendar 
W ed. 7 Cropum Cackiis 

















































convention  will 
be held 
at San 
lose  High 








































































































































































wood Mese huge flowers are 















 al lb.. tirsi
 meeting 
of the 







Pair of blue -footed 



















Council  of 
Campfire  Girls will
 be held 
tomorrow  in 





ployment  Office, 
Building AA 
WI 
Ninth  Street. 
The  LiptonCompany.
 whose 
representative  will be at SIS11 
Friday, 
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 per month 
























ADDITIONAL ITEMS ON SALE 
Emb. Mexican blouse, Large
 flowers 
Reg. $9.00 Sales $4.50 
Sheesham wood coasters from 
India  
Reg. 
$.35  Sale 6/$1.00
 
Afgan




 50% off 
All 
Mexican 
Jewelry,  rings, pins, 
errings,
 












chance  for onyx chess




 leather wallets, repeat 
RED 
only  Req S3 00 Sale 51 
50 
311 
Eastridge  Mall 
San  Jose, Ca. 95122 







































































in the tire 
industry.
 Due to the 























































Major Name Brand 
Polyester
 Fiberglass 













































 24.83 ' 
2.67 
H-78-14
 26.80 2.94 
G-78-15
 






J-78-15 28.92  3.12 
L-78-15
 28.97 3.31 
Premium Extra Wide "78" 
2 + 2 














































 Twin Steel Premium* 
40,000 




























































































































 Width Tires 
4 Full 
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 "70" Series Radial 
Whitewall







60 Series Raised 
























































































































4 Ply FET 




































13 X 51/2 
14 X 7 
Group PI It, 
$21.83 
.70 










GR-70  14 






















































 LIFETIME* GUARANTEE 
$7.50 Each 
























 is so confident of the 
quality of its tires: If 
you  are not fully satisfied 
with your 
new tires, you may 
return  them within 30 
days or 1,000 miles 
of purchase and receive
 a full 
refund of your 
purchase  price or 
full
 




does not offer exaggerated
 or unrealistic mileage 




 upon driver 
and  driving 
conditions.  
If you are 
not  satisfied with mileage 
received  from any tire purchased 




 toward a 
new  set of 
tires 
will be made to 
customers  
satisfaction










 based on 
original  
purchase
 price plus 
federal
 excise tax. Road 
hazard -commercial
 tires, 
first  25% of 
TREAD WEAR. 
'SS'iiSSSScs.s*sw,%*66





































































Drawing  room 
games: 
Let's 
make  a deal! 
 y MARK HEILMAN   
Give them a "E- for 
effortand  another one 
for
 eccentricity   
Not many people 
can dispose of loved ones so 
easily. 
I'm talking, of course, about Fritz
 Peterson and Mike Kekich, 
swinging stingers 
for  the New York Yankees. They traded 
families last July in an off
-hand, matter-of-fact conversation that 
was 
formalized  two weeks ago by permission 
from
 their wives. 
Fritz 
got Mike's wife Marilyn, her family 
and house (and 
presumably the bills). while Mike 
got Fritz's trade-in. Susan. 
plus the 
extras.  Even 
Steven.
 
Until one wifecalled the whole deal off. that is. 
Under pressure 
from the management of an 
overbearing  mother-in-law, one 
could possibly assume. 
Marilyn dropped Mike and wants to go 
back to Fritz. But Fritz 
is still digging Susan. 
What  to do now, wonder the pair. 
They're not quite ready
 to dissolve their bond to make 
peace.  
But bonds are made lo be broken these
 days. "Till death do us 
part" or until the situation warrants change. 
Is it beginning to sound like fable? Or more like a problematic 
question on a civil service exam: 
"What happens when Ma 
leaves  Mi for Fr, who has Su and 
can't have two?" 
"Will Su leave Fr fur Mt so that Ma can have Fr back?" 
Strange as
 
it may seem its not a riddle or a party quiz. It's the 
thing from which movies are made and stars discovered. Like 
























loved  his 
wife  Judy 










Being  on 
the  road 
so













talking  to 































































































































"Oh yes, and 
Albert," said 
Judy. "But, 
Homer  dear, 






 me. I get 
Phoebe,
 the ranch,



















I guess what marriage 
counselors
 say 









































































































 to a 






























 In an 
attempt
 to change




sped  it 
up and 
didn't
 sound at 
all like 
the 
Jessie  Cohn 
Young  of the 
Youngbloods.  
But by the time
 the concert 
was over,  he 
made a lot of new
 





band  was 
quite 
professional















 and piano 
players were
 the only 
other  
members








is in the process 
of recording a new album 
called  "Song for Julie." From 
the albums
 they sang three 
songs, "Ridge Top," "Morning 
Sun.-  and "Song for Julie." 












 the music until 







linished,  the 
audience 
wouldn't




until the band came
 
out
 for an 
encore.  
Young then blew 
everyone  
away






 on the same
 
ticket was




singer.  He 












"The Meteor Song.- and said it 
was "inspired
 by Mohammed 













 y NANCY BAKER 
The March "Ms." magazine 
continues its march 
toward 
moderation as it appeals
 to 
readers either into women's 
rights, or on the fringe. 
The content of this 
month's 
issue is interesting and 
unusual. 
The most impressive article. 
"Tragedies in 




philosophies of several 
women who have suffered in 
Ireland's war. 
Interspersed 
throughout  the 
article were 
pieces
 of poetry 
by William Butler Yeats, 
Patrick Pearse, and Sean 
O'Casey to 
reinforce the 
author's solemn feeling, but it 
was the real women, not the 
poets, who 





 said a grandmother 
blinded by a rubber bullet, 
"but I'm 
the victim of 
violence..." A 
mother  whose  
17 -year -old son was shot on 
Bloody Sunday prays for 
peace 





 for the British 
soldiers but mused. "outside 
the politics, a life's a 
life," 
"Tragedies" was more than a 
replay  of the traditional 
tragedies 
of
 war,  





 the common 
Irishman's image 
of this 
almost romantic struggle. 
In the 
story,  "In the place 
where 
everything
 is perfectly 
clear,"
 Judith Roscoe draws a 
lascinating satire comparing 
the
 vague uneasiness of 
mid-
dle  class America 
with  Hell. 
Ms. Rascoe's characters 
search for hope in the 
connected cliches they hear 
evening after evening from the 
man on 
their TV sets. 




types with contraceptives 
chosen. In "What con-
traceptive type are you?" 
Aline  House reports on a study 





This article moved directly 
into a column glorifying the 





cupations. This month, a 
Canadian talk
-show  
moderator, a mechanic, an as-






assessment  was 
offered  by Carolyn








colors.  "Why women voted for 
Richard 
Nixon  (Richard 
Nixon?)" was a well -
documented report 
on 
opinion polls and inves-
tigated
 the reasons the liberal 
woman -vote switched to 
Nixon. 
Following  appropriately 
was "Women won," an attempt
 
to convince women the 
political system is not totall,, 
against them. 
"The Verbal Karate" by 






Kennedy, Esq. livens up a few 






marriage.  "Loseri urn: 









LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
ROME 
CENTER  OF 
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TO  LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
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6525  









vhen an oppressed 
people sit around and think up 
reasons why they 
can't do 
something. 
"Well, just do it,- she com-
mands. "Thinking up 
reasons  
why you can't is the Es-
tablishment's job." 
The theoretics of feminism 
were followed by the prac-
ticalities. "How to" organize a 
consciousness -raising rap 
group precedes a pragmatic 
and well -diagramed "How to" 
install electrical wiring, a task 
described by authoress Lady 
Borton as "remarkably sim-
ple.-
'the 





singers come off to 
be just folk 
singers.  but Gain's 
attempt to be a 















at first, when 
the 
audience
 reacted to his 
poem,  
he was then 
at ease and played 
tor the 
audience.  
All in all, for
 two dollars. the
 
audience got 
more for their 
money. than 








On exhibit at the Civic 
An
 








His exhibit focuses on the 
41
 
self-portraits created between 
1949 to 1969.




 and the train, 
murder of John F. Kennedy arc 
depicted in his works. 
The exhibition 
is made up ol 
works in pen and ink, brush. 
etching, lithography,  wood-
cut,  crayon, dry 
point. collage. 






 Mondays. Cho, 
Gallery is 
on
















 a good one. 
The actors in the 
Theater  
Guild's production of "Poor 
Richard- Saturday
 night, 
March 3. were able to 
transcend the inadequate 
lacilities of Montgomery 
'theater and present a good 
comedy.
 
Directed by John Rose. the 
Jean Kerr play included some 
enjoyable acting. Rough tran-
sitions
 in the script and a few 
breaks 
in dramatic timing 
slowed
 the first act, but by Act 
III, all five of the cast 
seemed 
to be into their 
roles. 
Maintaining a difficult Irish 
accent
 throughout the 
evening. James
 Kinney. as the 
colorful
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under  C.C. Mit-
chell,
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SYSTEM  PRICE 
CI 
E 
NOW  AT 
ALCO
 .the 
ROTEL.  RX 
150A  solid-state
 AM/FM 







 that is 
unmatched











 15 watts 
RMS at 8 
ohms  both 
channels  
































I he ,110X 








and included is the 
base, dust cove -
and the SHUFIE
 X. .M 75 CS 









SO stereo speakers. The ALX
 50 features 
beautiful  'King walnut 
finish cabinets and 
the enclusure
 IS 







lull,  rich sound to 
your favorite
 music 
COVERED RY AL CO'S 5 YEAR 
WARRANTY AND 1 YEAR SPEAKER 























let the size 
















To enioy your own 
private
 sound 
anytime... these top quality 
headphones with individual 
volume control combined with 
precision


















Its the first compact car stereo  that tits 
under any dash or glove 
box  ..the TP 
222 boasts tone,  volume and balance 





indicator  lights. 7.6 watts 










 OPEN 7 
DAYS A WEEK 
 




9 to 6 
 OPEN 
SUNDAY































the  fine 
points











 care?  
r 
4 





wonders  about the fate of 









contemplates  her milk. 
Gabrielle Galllimor 
finds taking shoes 
off is easier than putting them on. 
Children should be seen and not 
heard. 
Perhaps the children of the Francis 
Gulland  Children's Center would 
want to make themselves heard 
if
 
they knew their play center may soon 
close down. 
The center, located at 405 S. 10 St., 
is threatened with closing as a result 
of federal government fund slashing. 
The parents of all the children are 
San lose State University students. 
so 
where  are the children to go? 
Childhood is the time for play and 
storytime. It is not the time to take to 
the streets as a result of an eviction 
notice from the 
government.
 
According to Virginia Burnell, ad-





need  not receive
 
federal funds, it is optional and now 
up to the state to decide.
 
"The center has been operating  
successfully since September as the 
result of a Sup project.I'd hate to see 
it end," 
she  said. "Who would want to 




 can do is wait. I only 































GAMUL1N  11, 
attempts
 to block a shot 
against Hayward 
State 
University.  Waiting for 
the possible 
rebound




 (44). Both 
performers  were 
All  Nor -Cal 













 I learned a lot," 
said 








 an education 
last 
weekend at 




Out  of 22 schools. 
San lose 
State 
University's  fencing 
team placed
 sixth in the epee 
team standings. 
Vic Fischer
 placed seventh 
in 
the individual epee 
competition, behind some 
strong, seasoned fencers.
 Lip-
ton, missed the finals by 
one 
touch in a 
fence  off. 
In 
foil competition. S1SU did 
not place in team 
competition. 
Ed Collie, the Spartan's No. 1 
foil fencer, had a hard time
 get-
ting 
started,  and by the time he 
regained








though disappointed with the 
results, was still proud of his 
team. "Some of these teams 
have been together three to 
lour years under









 in a couple 
ol 








coach for the U.S. 
junior  world 
fencing
 championships to be 
held in Buenos 
Aires in April. 
It is not collegiate fencing but 
junior, under 20 






 travel to Long 




hopes  Kathy 
Williams 













 I heSpartan Golf 
team finished





 annual Cal State 
Hayward 




play-off, but it was 








 with a 
88-74-140. 
Stanford's  balance,  
however, 
offset
 his fine 
effort.  The 
Cardinals
 took the 
next four 
places
 in the 
tourney.  
The
 36 holes were
 played on 
the 






















78-75-153,  Kim 
Porter 
75-79-154  and Mark 
Lye  79-75-154. 
The golfers were in 
Riverside last weekend
 
competing in the Cal State -
Fullerton Invitational. They 
finished fourth. University of 




was low for the 
Spartans 
with  scores of 68-77-
77-222 for the 
three  day event. 
Coach Jerry 
Venom slated, 
"We had a 
sufficient
 number 
of low rounds, but they were
 
offset by some high rounds."
 
The golfers 
face a short 
layoff now 
and will have 
squad matches to 
determine  




travel  to San 
Diego for the Aztec In-
vitational at the Carlton Oaks 




















VARSITY BASEBALL, SISLI V. 
Sacramento Stair al Smrertientn. 
SATURDAY 




 fl nt 
Municipal  
By PAUL STEWART 
Recipe 
bra record -breaking 
season:
 
Take one rebounding center, 
mix with a couple of leaping 
forwards, blend 
thoroughly  
with two high scoring. 
lightning quick guards, add a 
bench that could start just as 
easily as the first five, throw 
in one ex -UCLA basketball 
star as 
coach and two  highly 
knowledgeable assistants and 
In  this 
combination jell for a 
game
 season. 
Viola! 'Which is French for 
Iree throw?)
 
This is the formula which 
freshman coach Dave 
Waxman 
used
 in guiding his 
Spartan contingent to a 
record -breaking 20-6 season, 
capped by a 
standard 
smashing 11 consecutivegame 
win 
streak.  
The Spartababes also 
shattered another 
freshman  
basketball mark last Friday 
night. as they annilated the 
Sacramento State University 
Irosh 120-83 in a game played 





 the most points 
scored in one game, as the 
S1SU placed 
















 the Hornets 20-0 
during 
























 Stevens in 
scoring 
were Ken "The Cat" 
Mickey 
with 19 points. lack 
"the  Cannon" Gamulin and 
Ronnie 
"The
 Rail" Fair tied 
with 18 apiece. and Earl "The 
Pearl" Hogue with 15. 
Fair 








more  for the Spartans. 
However, the Spartababes led 
the 
Hornets  in turnovers 19 -
"The team just 
played  fan-
tastically,"
 said Waxman, 
"They 
were
 fired up and really 
wanted this game to claim the 
record." The previous seasons' 
best had been 18 wins by the 
freshman 
teams in 1968 and 
'70. Hornet mentor Dan Hill 
said. "When you shoot 60 per 
cent from the floor, including 
the baskets they got on their 
Iasi 





 night the 
Spartans handed the 
Santa 
Clara  
University 1V's an 
82-74  




























































Hartsough was effective 
against Santa Clara's zone 
defense,  hitting







The freshman hoopsters 
again displayed their patented
 
last  break offense as they 
outscored 
Santa  Clara 36-8 
during 
one  eight minute 
period.  
The final game 
against  the 
Broncos
 was a good  example 
of the team work, tenacious 
defense,  and volitile scoring 
attack that had been the 



















before  the Pacific 
Coast Athletic Association 
finals, Spartan coach Rea 
Anders expects to conquer the 
UG-Santa  Barbara gymnasts 
tomorrow
 evening in Spartan 
Gym at 7:30. 
"The  Gauchos are a very 
tough team even though it is 
young." said San lose State 
University gymnastic coach. 
"They
 are the type of team that 
can not be taken
 lightly." 
The Spartans will be led by 
Bill Barnwell who has not lost 
an all-around title to PCAA 
opponents
 this year. 
S1SU has
 a 1-1 conference 
record and will travel to the 
PCAA finals next weekend a, 
San Diego State University. 
Other Spartans 
expecting  to 
place included 
side  horseman 
Hubert Craft, Mike Young and 
Michael Fertitta on the still 
rings and Dave Squires in 
vaulting and
 the horizontal 
bars. 












By IMIN B. MATTHEWS 
Sports 
Editor 
STANFORDPitching  the 
best game





 lef f 
Gingrich















went 10 innings. 
Young Gingrich
 and Stan-





 the first 





















The  blast came in 
the bottom 
of the
 10th after 
Gingrich 
retired  third 
sacker  Bob 
Han-
naford via 





record  to 
2-2
 on the 
rainy season 
while  Stanford, 
always, it seems,
 second in 
their  conference
 to USC, 
im-
proved its 






















hits  in the contest, 


















tories  at 
the  south 
campus 
soccer 

























won  big 
21-4,  
with
















 up the 
firsts' game 












ruggers  will 
play the 
Old Gaels 









starting  at 1 
p.m.  
with the 




















 & San 
Carlos  
and had the 
bases loaded in 
the 
ninth 




Pietro  got Tom Elliott. 
who 
came into the game
 hit-
ting 
over  .700. to ground 
into 
an inning ending and game
 
saving




 on the other 
hand, had at 
least  two men on 
base in each 
of
 the first three 








was able to 





unscathed. Until the 
10th, that is. 
Pitney was 
the  only player 
on 




 as a team 
had only six. He singled in the 








Nelson each had two hits 
for the Cardinals 
who totaled 
nine.  
S1SU two losses this year 




 Stanford. In those
 
two game, the 




ANDY  MOFFAT, the Spartan's No. 1 player, will have his 
work  cut-out for him tomorrow when SIM: meets the 





















 2 8 
6-09 
30 
scored exactly one run. In then 
two victories, over Hayward 
Stale and San 
Franc.sco  State, 
the 
Spartans  scored a total of 
16 












 the San lose 
State  
University  women's 
gymnas-
tic team 
captured  third place 
in the compulsory 
dham-
pionships  at Consumnes 
River 






third in the floor 
exercise
 
while  Loretta Andro 
took first 
in 
the event. Daina 
Carbonaro  
and 
Sharon  Slocum finished 






intermediate  level, 
Kathy Long placed 
sixth  on the 
uneven bars and
 third in 
vaulting.  
Advanced  gymnast 
Michele
 
Moore  chalked up fifth 
on the 
bars and 
third in the floor 
exercise. loan
 Moore added 




March 16-17 for 
the 
Southwest  Sectionals 
in 
I he Hornet Gym. 




114.20 for the 
Hornets.
 
Barnwell copped the all-






and George Hadres with 
35.50.
 
Barnwell collected first in 
the vaulting 18.551, second in 
the horizontal bars 17.801, 
third in 
the parallel bars 
8.05)
 
and second in the floor 
exercise 18.25). 
Other Spartan winners in-




floor  exercise 
18.551.
 
Fertitta second in 
the rings 
(8.05). 




rings. and Squires first 
in
 the vaulting 
(8.55)







"There  really wasn't any 
competition
 as our
 team is in 
the best shape 
they have been 
all 










 floor exercise. 
21.40 in the 
parallel bars. 21 in 
the  horizontal
 
bars.  23.60 in 
lilt 
still  11110. and 
IT
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SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE 





















a complete dinner for $1.95 
hours M-Th 5-10pm F.S. 5-12pm 














Come in or call today 


































































at Montgomery, San Jose 
(From
 Freeway 





























































































































 You Need 
To 
Make













 First & Willow 
FABULOUS





MON  TO SAT 999 
S. 1st St. 
10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. SAN
 JOSE, CALIF.
 ' 
































NOW IS YOUR 






















Every Friday Night,  with the 
presen-
tation of your Student Body Card-
. $ 1.00 OFF 














 t Instant Protein, 
Vila C. Vita E. Calcium etc 1 
Home Cleaners (Basic H. I etc
 
I 





LOVE YOUR BOSS 
With SHAKLEE you 





Cru, incentives are ample 




different approaches The 
tact  Mal our 
natural
 products 
really  are the finest is 
reflected in Out 
UNPRECEDENTED Sales
 Groom 




 make comparisons 
We will ask you 10 do a little research 
bannede 
lit




















beginning  fencers Small 
classes-,
 ndiviclusi attention 
Beverly 
Eufrazia
 Grant Director 241-1300 
GOT A PROSLEM OR A QUESTION? 
Campus SOS
 can help
 Call the 
Spartan  
Deily 
afternoons after 2 
pm 277-3181 
MAY 
FIVER (Feb . Mar . 








 pills and 
812-2210, drug study TAVIST 321-4412 
THE 





















 FOR THE 
PRICE OF ONE AT YiNG 
YANG, 
IT'S ALL IN 
THE MONEY BOOK1 
ONLY 
$250 


















turer $3 00 JIA
 




















































































































































































































 ability to 
speak  
cnut 
write  the 
































































































































































"Creativity  Unlimited- will 
be the topic of a 
presentation  
today by Professor 
of
 
Education Sidney W. Tiedt. 
Sponsored by Pi Lamda
 




 will be held in 
Ed. 334 from 3 
to 5:30 p.m. 






SISU, is the 
director  of annual 
workshops for creativity in 
teaching. 


















































happenings and maintains a 
bulletin board to let concerned 
persons 
know about upcoming 
events.
 










eiv lotion will meet al
 
7 
pm in W. Z112 
Di si manor, ol passible ai I ivil ;es III, the 
...mei..., err scheduled New members 
4, 
welcome 
MN/ Pi Lambe Theta will meet
 et 3.30 
ml 
iiiInib.




"The Chimes" is the I ille ol loday's Me. 
tillr  sponsored by the 
Women's  Studies 
Deperiment Miss Cella Medina will 
.1.111
 
at 12.30 p m 
the  S I Imunhum 
faint Effort  Ccli.. 
House Will hold kl rock 
is.il starling ai ft 15 
p.m.  Return In the 
voids', '505 with the
 Daddy-tis. a rock 
 Admission
 
is 75 cents and tond 
4nd drinks 
Will be sold 
K at Delechamet el Women." a
 him 
portraying




before the Chinese revolution. 
ill 
he shown in Engineering 
112.1
 730 
p m. 'this screening is sponsored by the 
144ilical Students 





will  meet 
015 p.m 






 for Christ w 
inert in the 
NV
 
Costanimo Room al 
I lidu Am. 





 of Stanford 
I .niversity will address SISLI students 
on 





I Sc problem of Chinese Existentialism -
xi 5 p.m. in the S.(1. Almaden Room 
Belly Deachill Xenia 
will
 perform in Ike 
5.1  Loma Pries Room al 7:30 p.m. Ad-
mission is Si fur SISI/ students and $2 
tor general public 
San lose Sysphoey







Mask in II Minor -
by the combined 
and glee club Ad -
1110.11/1 s$?.
 $5. and $4. 
Friday 
Flick. presents "Airport."  star 
ciumi,led 
Academy
 Award winninv 
mob.,n  picture siiirring 
Burt Lancestet 
t worse Kennedy This
 Wm will he 
shown 
in Morris Dailey Auditorium
 at " 





ham Med GIN Haw will host 
niosi program from 830 Kin,  to mid 





BISU HOW will meet at 830 pm. al Ihr 
lewish Students Center. 441 S. 101h Si 





SOW Dames  club lor married women 
et intent  and toe wives GI students, will 
hAVI. A pima party and ice skating pert, 
this evening. Members and prospective 
members will meet at Nick's. on 354 E. 
Sdnlii Clara Street at 7:30 p.m Ice 
skolins will be al Eastridge Ice Palace. 




HIt 1.1 will sponsor a los and bagel 
brunch ot I Z.50 p.m. in the lowish 
SI tidents Center. 441S. I Olh St A 
chaise  
ril 50 

































Clem@ gels et the Day... Poor
 film stars 
have won 
the  Best Actor Oscar Inc roles 
In westerns. Who 
are  they? Who 
portrayed
 Queen Elizabeth in "Mn,, 
Queen tit Scots?" 
10% 
DISCOUNT ON 













So. Markel St. 
San  Jose 
Present 
Student
 Body Cord 




obtain information at the 
center. Membership 
cards  are 
also 
available  for groups such 
as the SierraClub















environment  al studies
 
students 
whose  lob is to up-
date information and 
help 
people entering




























Go Where T he 
F
 on




































































4850 tor a 
complimentary  
facial,  by appt 
THE 
FRIDAY  
FUCKS  TAKE 

























AU0 7 & 
10 PM 


















MONEY  BOOK 
WILL SE 










Cody  Mar 
11.
 Sante Cruz 
County 
Fairgrounds.  Two 










 Santa Cruz 
Beene
 new LUCKY 11081E15110E Capitol 
a. Story Rd SJ. Live







March 10, 8 30 
DIR  TY 
BUT TER JUG 
BAND,  180 North Third St 
$1 00 FIRST 
UNITARIAN CHURCH 
AUTOMOTIVE  
62 VW REBUILT engine NEW toes Best 
utter 293-1867
 or 277-3448 
18TR-211061








FREE DINNER WIT14 
PURCHASE  
OF End DINNER 
AT
 ELLAS REST, 
TWO 5 TRACK 
STEREO TAPES FOR 
THE PRICE OF 
ONE -TAPE JOINT! 
ITS 
ALL IN 
THE  MONEY BOOK! 




Sport  with new '72 
Corvette 
engine Exc cond 
Low gas 






Hardt0p,  307 VS. 
Auto Al,. Radio. New tires on 
new  
chrome wheels, 65.000 miles, mint cond 





SALE:  Honda 250 Excellent 
$200  
926-0413 
'67 MUSTANO F AAAAA CK 289 co eing 
Auto 
Trans PLS Pal3 Must sell $850 or 
offer 
Cali 241-65240, 243-7928 
124 FIAT SPORT 
COUPE, 1969. 5 SPEE D 
Excellent condition
 good tires. '73 togs 
Call
 247-2951 ask $1,496.
 Make offer 
.141 







Call 241-9E58 ask 
for RON  
CHIEV 114 Impala,  
new
 


















11 CHEVY STATION WAGON
 P/S. R/H 





blue,  new 
paint 
rob.
 beige vinyl 
top,
 light blue 
interior,  
























 Mold be 
received by 3/16,73. Apply et Recreation 




Phone  i415)  989-3890. 
AN AFFIRMATIVE
 ACTION EMPLOYER 
BLACKUTE
 POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES 
75C SUP,
 INCENSE 




 95 & 
UP. LEATHER 
GOODS. 
BINOCULARS $2?. 00 & 
UP.  
BLACKLITE,
 COMPLETE 18" 81195.
 4' 
$2285 STROBE LIGHTS $17115. GAS 
GLO BULB 535S INDIA PRINTS. FISH 
NETTING 





80 E San Fernando, 1 











paperbacks  at 'S 





 MO We  
have  the books 
you want & need














 FLEA  
. 50 variety 
shops -1940

















antiques  & 
collectable'.
 




costly  stereo equip 
retail check w/us for
 
discount




































system  It 
offers  no 
comparison
 at $135 
Please 
call  Bill at 






USED  BOOKS. paperback* 






in Santa Clara Valley 
since 1928 Woudruff & Plush Twice 
Read books,
 81 E San Fernando btvm. 
End & 30.10 30-5 30 10% off with Milled. 
PO AAAAAA TYPEWRITER: Cam in-
cluded Fair -good 
condition.  only $1800 
Nancy -2135-50136 loftier 7 30 p m ) 
/1/3 Of THE


































to SJSU rues & 
Thor 
HUD SKIS: $20. 210 








SUPERS 1001/ STEREO 
MECUM.  or 
Merentz
 spars . 










HONDA  70 Street Bike EleCtrte titart. 
Aar, 
,,,,/




cad 5190 Phone 247-7797. 




converts  to bed $60 
Call  278-
1491 atter 6 pm 
SKIS & BOOTS Kneiseei






 Boots s 11 530
 Cali 298-4018 
35 MM MIRANDA single lens reflex
 elm 
lens light 
meter,  good condition $100 
998-1938 
SPINET PIANO: Finest woods 
Excellent
 
touch & sound A truly fine Instrument 
5600 or best offer 286-9312 
ZERO -100 
(The Best Auto 
Trntb1)  
New 








5250  Need 
$150 call 287-1591  
91.50 OFF ON LP-IIMS AMOROSO 
FREE FRENCHBURGER AND WINZIT 
DRINK WITH PURCHASE OF SAMEI 
ORANGE WINZIT, THE 
MONEY  BOOK! 
ONLY $250 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS! 
NEW & 
COMPLETE  HOUUIRJL OF 
FURNITURE, some in original 
package,.
 
Bedroom, living & dining 
rooms 297-




2/50,  100 Monomer obsect Hnvd. carry -
mg case) and
 mach






R N.'s, aids. orderlies,  lull 
and  part hme 











 of good 
character
 Must be 
physically  perfect. $5 
to $75/10
 Periodic Box 138$,
 Mt. View. 






















04. P 0 
Box 351, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 
CHICK FOR 
PART-time lob 112/hr.  In bol-
tie shop.
 days call Don 
296-7438.  
TWO FREE HOT DOGS 
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZEL, 
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER 
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME 
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN, 
IT'S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK! 
ONLY $250 AT 71h  & SAN CARLOS! 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
Sales  
$2.50 PER 





 FLICKS TAXI 
OFF  MAR. 11 
MTH 
'AIRPORT"    NO A 
NUMBER
 OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS 
INCL
 HELEN
 HAVES DEAN MARTINS 
GEORGE KENNEDY 
MORRIS  DAILEY 
AUD. 7 & 10PM. ADM, Mitt. 
APT. MGR. 
tall
 new units by SJSU
 e,, 
mown*.  Tex-freepay$56imo 
Must 01 
cupy 2 ter . 2 bath unit May nave than 
acuity 




mosphere  linen & maid 
service. color 
T V.. Kitchen
 pm_ tile showers, parking. 
Center  of activity 237 E. San 
Fernando 
$69 to $89frno. 295-9504 or 293-6345. 
2 DORM. 











or asst ingr in *4 
LARGE 
2 DORM. 2 BATH PORN. APTS. 
$150mo 
See at 508 S 1 1th SI Call 294-
1386.
 Summer rates 5110. 
NO AND
 UP, nice. 
condonable,
 quiet 
rooms downtown. kit p110.293-3910
 156 
N. 5th St 
LOE 
I II/R APTS. 
$130
 W/w carpets, 
swim pool. 
recreation  room 620$ 9th St 
SJ ISurnmer retest 280-13425  
2/3 OF THE MONEY 
BOOK  OFFERS 
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
 
OF 





 CARLOS-ONLY $250 
UNIVERSITY
 CLUS-Co-ed Beautiful 
house. ',replace,
 grand piano. color TV. 
recreation room, 
kit  priv maid & linens.
 
perking,  courtyard. includes Continental 









New rooms across the 
campus Kit 
9,10, 
0111 pd Men at 99 S. 
9111. 
women  278S 1010 St Many extras 
then must be 
seen Open daily for inspec-




LA DONNA APTS. 
I bedroom
 ants turn. $130. unfurn $120 
0/w hew 
carpels  Guist atmosphere near 
the campus. 385S 4th St. Call Ben 29E-
8383 or John 356-5708. 
3 DORM., 2 Nth Townhouse. 10 min 
frorn State near McKee & Jackson $100 
cleaning deposit. $205/mo rent Call 
251  
7450. 
LARGE CORNER BOMA for rent In 









 3 beirm . 2 ba, kit .dlnln$Shln-
leg
& patio Inc! water & gar Call 272 
1675
 aft 7 pm 
or 323-1359 anytime 
$275/rno
 plus $100 
deposit
 
GRADUATE  FEMALE needed to share 
IOn 
noussown 
bdrrn near SJS 150/mo
 
Lail 283-4826
 after 500 pm_ 
ROOMMATE to share turn. 2 bdon.
 2 
bath apt 
with 1 male. 
An










FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDW 
house in Los Gatos
 with 2 others Own 
Room
 Call 354-9547 after 7 pm 
THE MONEY BOOK WILLIE 
AT 710 Er SAN CARLOS DAILY FROM
 
930 UNTIL 12:30 
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  to share 2 beim 
apt $75  al Own 
room
 on The 
Alameda Call eves. Toni 2862753  
ROOM FOR FEMALE In furnished house. 




rate, S 11th 
246-3023  or 739-5479. 
NEED TEMPORAFIT 
HOUSING? A two-
bedroom House which is 





SUPER-LARGE 1 bdrm. apts, 
furnished.  
carpeting  $135 summer rates ano. 439 
S 
4th




TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,  
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH 
TEACHER,  CALL 244-6444 AFTER 6:30. 
MARY EIRYNER 
RENT A TV ON STEREO. no contract 




















2 FRU PARS Of 
ZIG  ZAGS AT 
7 -ELEVEN,  ONE
 FREE LUNCH 
OR 
DINNER  WITH PURCHASE OF 
EOUAL 
VALUE  AT LA 
TEXANITAI  
ITS









1415)  985-1158 
TV's FOR RENT -SPECIAL STUDENT 
RATE
 $9.00 per month Call 
377-2935  
 Classified




three  f our 










3 lines SI SO 200 2 25 2 40 2 50 35 








































ar/m   
What Kind 
of Person Listens 
to KSJS? 
Someone Who: 
 likes his 
listening
 uninterrupted by 
commercials  
 -enjoys sports -heard 
live 
 is into 
music -rock, 
jazz,  or classical
 
 
wants  to know 
what's  happening
 and where 
 is 
curious  as to 










up on the 
latest LPs 









seeks  the 





 about his 
money and 






































 creative, elegant 
Can Ms R Frederick 326-4623 








Reasonable  rates 2E13-6895 
FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST 






group rates. Taught by qualified teachers 
in your home.







 Portrait,  B & W 
Color, 275-0596,  
WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance 
Typing,
 edlting (grad IL 
under) Also 
Everything for Everybody 379-80113 
PHOTOGRAPHY 










TYPING IBM SELECTR1C. Also own 
transcriber Willow Glen area 269-5552 
TYPING in my North side 
home. 
reasoned* Satisfaction guaranteed. 
263-2739 
CHILD CAREPLAYGROUP,
 M -F 
2-3 yr. 
olds, Certificated teacher. 
Multi -culture! 
home 53 day or 504 hr 266-5063. 
PERSONALS 
THE 




















 summer lob or career Send $2 
for 
information. SEAFAX. Dept E-18. 
Po.  800 2045. Pon Angeles, Washington 
96362  
SEA FRIEND
 to handocapped  
man  Live 






 aft 5. 
THE FRIDAY 
FLICK  AAAAA OFF MAR. II 
WITH "AIRPORT" STARRING A 
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
 
INCL HELEN HAYES, DEAN MARTIN
 
GEORGE  KENNEDY. MORRIS DAILEY 






 OF THE SAME -
PEANUTS,
 FREE FRENCH FRIES!
 Mee-
DONALDSI IN THE MONEY
 BOOK, 
ONLY $250
 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS, 
POETRY WANTED for anthology. In-
clude stamped envelope Contemporary 
Literature
 Press. 311 California Street 
Suite 412. 
San  Francisco  94104 
TRANSPORTATION
 




N.Y  All mots
 Waving
 Oak Rotino 
tup-5103 Also
 Minneapolis LIMA., 
mats. $55. each way




 5 pm 
RUSSIA







 group camping travel 
Ages  
18-30 Also Europe.












tic/international  programs  Contact 
Craig. Student Services
 West, Inc., 235E. 









With  TWA' 
Your
 TWA Campus 
Representative
 Bill Crawford 
1225-72621 




GETAWAY  Fly 
al 1,3 
oft 








































 4 to 
10





















Turkey  & 
more.


















































efter 500. 296-6600 
































Magnin  size  
S.
 
a, Bus 
Bldg REWARD
 
No 
goes 
, 
.16-5E67
 
Need
 a 
Good
 
Car?
 
WI 
,11 
'AUTOMOTIVE'
 
And to place
 
your
 
ad 
